Many theory-driven accounts of language mixing are based on the premise that all intrasentential manifestations of language contact are instantiations of the same process (e.g. Myers-Scotton 2002; Eliasson 1990). Some go so far as to claim that borrowing and codeswitching cannot be distinguished (Gardner-Chloros & Edwards 2004; Winford 2005, 2009; Johanson 1993). But empirical studies have shown that the former are subject to the grammar of the recipient language, while the latter retain that of the lexifier (e.g. Poplack & Meechan 1998; Torres Cacoullos & Travis 2010). Here we extend this line of inquiry to speakers’ treatment of individual words in borrowing and codeswitching modes.

Rather than relying on theory-internal criteria, we divided a corpus of 38,000 English words in otherwise French discourse into two operational categories: lone English-origin (LEO) words, and English words occurring within multiword fragments (MWF) of English. Three comparative measures were applied: 1) distribution across parts of speech, 2) level of diffusion, and 3) degree of morphosyntactic integration of the same lexical type alone and in a MWF.

Results confirm that LEO words and words in MWF differ wildly. The latter are distributed across all parts of speech; the former consist disproportionately of nouns. Nearly half the MWF consist of function words vs. 1% of LEO words. 94% of LEO word types occur at different diffusion levels in MWF. But the most striking evidence comes from morphosyntactic integration of the same lexical type occurring in each instantiation. On five independent measures (adjective placement, determiner realization, gender marking, plural affixation, and verb conjugation), LEO words differed consistently from those in MWF.

Systematic quantitative analysis revealed massive qualitative differences in the treatment of the two classes of other-language item. Since the cohort of LEO words demonstrably constitutes the source for most borrowings, and the MWFs are uncontroversial codeswitches, we conclude that codeswitching and borrowing are not instantiations of the same process. Certain linguists may continue to claim it is impossible to tell them apart, but speakers clearly have no trouble doing so: they treat the same word differently in each context.
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